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Abstract
Let M be a closed and connected manifold equipped with a C∞ Riemannian metric. Using the
geodesic arc formalism developed by Ma˜né (J. Differential Geom. 45 (1997) 74–93) and Paternain
[Ann. Sci. École Norm. Sup. 4eme série t 33 (2000) 121–138], we give a way of constructing a
measure of maximal entropy for the geodesic ﬂow.
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1. Introduction
Let M be a closed and connected manifold equipped with a C∞ Riemannian metric.
The geodesic ﬂow t : SM → SM of the unit tangent bundle SM is deﬁned by t v =
(v(t), ˙v(t)), where v is the unit speed geodesic with initial conditions at v ∈ SM . Let
Mt be the set of all t -invariant probability measures. ThenM=
⋂
tMt is the set of the
ﬂow invariant probability measures. Given a real continuous function f on SM, the pressure
P(f, {t }) of f for the ﬂow is [9],
P(f, {t })= P(f,1)= sup
m∈M
(
h(m)+
∫
f dm
)
,
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where h(m)= hm(1) is the metric entropy of the one-time ﬂow 1. In the sequel we will
use the notation P(f ) for the pressure. An equilibrium state for f is a measure m ∈M for
which we haveP(f )=h(m)+∫ f dm. If f =0 ameasuremwithP(0)=h(m) is a measure
of a maximal entropy, and P(0) is the topological entropy of the ﬂow.We denote byMmax
the subset ofM of the measures of maximal entropy, and by h() the topological entropy
of the ﬂow . The metric on M being C∞, the map m → h(m) is upper semi-continuous
onM [8]. On the other hand, since m → h(m) is an afﬁne function (h is both convex and
concave), thenMmax is a (closed) convex subset ofM.
Given x and y in M, let xy : [0, l(xy)] → M be a unit speed geodesic arc joining x
to y with length l(xy). The set of geodesic arcs with l(xy)T , T > 0, is ﬁnite and its
cardinality nT (x, y) is locally constant for an open full Lebesgue measure subset ofM×M
(see [1]). Ma˜né has proved the following theorem.
Theorem 1. (Marñé [7]). On a closed and connectedC∞ manifold M we have the formula
h()= lim
T→+∞
1
T
log
∫
M×M
nT (x, y) dx dy (1)
and if M has no conjugate points, for all (x, y) ∈ M ×M ,
h()= lim
T→+∞
1
T
log nT (x, y). (2)
These formulas were generalized by Paternain [5] to the pressure function P(f ). In the
theorem below, we collect those formulas needed in this paper.
Theorem 2. (Paternain [5]). Let M be a closed and connected manifold equipped with a
C∞ Riemannian metric. For any > 0 we have,
lim
T→+∞
1
T
log
∫
M×M
 ∑
{xy :T−<l(xy)T }
e
∫ l(xy )
0 f (xy(t),˙xy(t)) dt
 dx dy = P(f )
(3)
and for almost every (x, y) ∈ M ×M ,
lim sup
T→+∞
1
T
log
∑
{xy :T−<l(xy)T }
e
∫ l(xy )
0 f (xy(t),˙xy(t)) dtP(f ). (4)
Here, ˙xy(t)= dxydt (t). In this paper, we give a way of constructing a measure of maximal
entropy for the geodesic ﬂow. This is done by canonically deﬁned measures mxy arising
from geodesic arcs xy . The main results are Theorems 3 and 4 and Corollaries 1 and 2.
The proof relies on a combination of Ma˜né and Paternain formulas (Theorems 1 and 2),
and on Pollicott’s original proof [6] on closed geodesic distribution for C∞ compact rank 1
manifolds. Most of the arguments of the proof are from [6] and we urge the reader to refer
to it.
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2. Main results
Let B be the set of points (x, u) ∈ SM for which the integral 1
T
∫ T
0 f (t (x, u)) dt
converges (as T →+∞) for all real continuous functions f on SM. By the ergodic theorem,
this set has measure one with respect to every ﬁnite ﬂow invariant measure. In particular
this is true for the Liouville measure on SM which is the direct product of the Riemannian
volume on M and the Lebesgue measure on the sphere Sdim(M)−1. Moreover, for every
(x, u) ∈ B there exists a unique ﬁnite measure (x,u) on SM such that, for every continuous
function f on SM,
lim
T→+∞
1
T
∫ T
0
f (t (x, u)) dt =
∫
f d(x,u).
The measures (x,u) are invariant by the ﬂow and normalized such that (x,u)(SM) = 1.
For each geodesic arc xy such that (x, ˙xy(0)) ∈ B we deﬁne a ﬂow invariant probability
measure mxy on SM by mxy (f ) =
∫
f d(x,˙xy(0)). The invariant probability measures
mxy are deﬁned for almost every (x, y) ∈ M ×M . More precisely, let T > 0, and consider
the map  : SM × [0, T ] → M × M deﬁned by (x, u, t) = (x, expx(tu)). We have
nT (x, y)= #−1(x, y), and by the area formula (see [2] or [4]),∫
M×M
nT (x, y) dx dy =
∫
SM×[0,T ]
Jac d dt ,
where d is the Liouville measure on SM. Now, since B has full Liouville measure,∫
SM×[0,T ]
Jac d dt =
∫
B×[0,T ]
Jac d dt .
Consider on the other hand, the cardinality dT (x, y) of the set of points (x, u, t) inB×[0, T ]
which are mapped to (x, y) under . We have dT (x, y)= #{mxy : l(xy)T }, and by the
area formula (which applies to measurable sets),∫
M×M
dT (x, y) dx dy =
∫
B×[0,T ]
Jac d dt .
Thus ∫
M×M
dT (x, y) dx dy =
∫
M×M
nT (x, y) dx dy.
Since the discrete values functions dT (x, y), nT (x, y) satisfy dT (x, y)nT (x, y), wemust
have equality for a full measure set inM ×M .
Following [6], we state in Theorem 3 and Corollary 1 a large deviations type results for
the measures
{
mxy
}
.
Theorem 3. Let M be a closed and connected manifold equipped with a C∞ Riemannian
metric. Then for any closed subset K ofM we have
lim sup
T→+∞
1
T
log
1∫
nT (x, y) dx dy
∫
#
{
mxy ∈ K : l(xy)T
}
dx dy − K ,
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where K = inf{h()− h(m) : m ∈ K}. In particular, for any weak neighbourhood U of
Mmax, we have
lim
T→∞
1∫
nT (x, y) dx dy
∫
#
{
mxy ∈ U : l(xy)T
}
dx dy = 1.
Note that K > 0 if K does not contain a measure of maximal entropy for the geodesic
ﬂow.
Corollary 1. Let M be a closed and connected manifold equipped with a C∞ Riemannian
metric. Suppose that M has no conjugate points. Then for almost every (x, y) ∈ M ×M ,
and for any closed subset K ofM we have
lim sup
T→+∞
1
T
log
1
nT (x, y)
#
{
mxy ∈ K : 0 l(xy)T
}
 − K .
In particular for any weak neighbourhood U ofMmax, we have
lim
T→∞
1
nT (x, y)
#
{
mxy ∈ U : l(xy)T
}
= 1.
Consider now the invariant probability measures mT and mTxy deﬁned, respectively by
∫
f dmT = 1∫
M×M nT (x, y) dx dy
∫
M×M
 ∑{
mxy : l(xy)T
}
∫
f dmxy
 dx dy
and ∫
f dmTxy =
1
nT (x, y)
∑
{
mxy : l(xy)T
}
∫
f dmxy .
Note that mTxy is deﬁned for a full measure set of points (x, y) ∈ M ×M .
Theorem 4. Let M be a closed and connected manifold equipped with a C∞ Riemannian
metric. Then any limit point of {mT } is a measure of maximal entropy for the ﬂow.
Corollary 2. Let M be a closed and connected manifold equipped with a C∞ Riemannian
metric. Suppose that M has no conjugate points. Then for almost every (x, y) ∈ M ×M ,
any limit point of
{
mTxy
}
is a measure of maximal entropy for the ﬂow.
If M is a rank 1 manifold, Knieper proved [3] that there exists a unique measure max
of maximal entropy, so that in that case the measures {mT } and
{
mTxy
}
(for almost every
(x, y)) converge towards max as T →+∞.
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Remark 1. If the manifold M has no conjugate points, we have formula (2) in Ma˜né’s
theorem and the corollaries work. However, the corollaries are true for a pair (x, y) for
which the formula above holds.
3. Proofs
3.1. Proof of Theorem 4 and Corollary 2
We give the proof of Corollary 2, the same arguments apply to Theorem 4, using Theorem
3. Letmxy be a weak limit of
{
mTxy
}
as T →∞.We can suppose with no loss of generality
that mTxy → mxy . Let U be an weak open neighbourhood ofMmax and K =M\U . The
upper semi-continuity of the map m→ h(m) implies that there exists  ∈ K such that:
K = inf{h()− h(m) : m ∈ K}
= h()− sup
m∈K
h(m)= h()− h().
Then K > 0. Let V be another open neighbourhood ofMmax such that the closure of its
convex hull V̂ (the closure cl(V̂ ) of the smallest convex set V̂ containing V) is contained in
U. Consider the probability measures,
mTxy,V =
1
nT (x, y)
∑
{mxy∈V : l(xy)T }
mxy
and the numbers,
pT =
#
{
mxy ∈ V : l(xy)T
}
nT (x, y)
.
By Corollary 1, for a.e (x, y) ∈ M ×M , for any continuous f on SM and any T > 0, we
have ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
f dmTxy −
1
nT (x, y)
∑
{mxy∈V : l(xy)T }
∫
f dmxy
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ‖f ‖∞ exp(−KT ).
Then, mTxy,V → mxy as T →∞. By the convexity of the set V̂ we can write that:
mTxy,V ∈ pT V̂ = {pT  :  ∈ V̂ }.
Since by Corollary 1, pT → 1, we deduce that the limit points of mTxy,V are contained in
cl(V̂ ) i.e mxy ∈ cl(V̂ ) ⊂ U . This proves Corollary 2. 
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3.2. Proof of Theorem 3 and Corollary 1
We follow the lines of Pollicott [6]. Since the function m → h(m) is upper semi-
continuous onM we will have for all m ∈M [9]:
h(m)= inf
{
P(f )−
∫
f dm : f ∈ C0(SM)
}
.
Let K be a closed (for the weak star topology) subset ofM and deﬁne the positive number,
K = inf{h()− h(m) : m ∈ K}.
Then for 	> 0, and since K is compact, we have,
K ⊂ {m : h()− h(m)>K − 	}
⊂
k⋃
i=1
{
m : h()+
(∫
fi dm− P(fi)
)
>K − 	
}
,
for some functions f1, . . . , fk ∈ C0(SM). Consider for i = 1, . . . , k the sets,
Ui =
{
m : h()+
(∫
fi dm− P(fi)
)
>K − 	
}
.
Let T0> 0 be a positive number that we will choose later, and > 0. Then for T >T0 we
have a cover of the interval [0, T ] by subintervals,
[0, T0] and [T − (j + 1), T − j]
for j = 0, . . . ,
[
T−T0

]
+ 1, where
[
T−T0

]
denotes the fractional parts of T−T0 . Then
∑
mxy∈K:l(xy)T
1

∑
mxy∈K:l(xy)T0
1+
[
T−T0

]
+1∑
j=0
 ∑
mxy∈K: T−(j+1) l(xy)T−j
1


∑
mxy∈K:l(xy)T0
1+
[
T−T0

]
+1∑
j=0
k∑
i=1
 ∑
mxy∈Ui : T−(j+1) l(xy)T−j
1
 .
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For T − (j + 1) l(xy)T − j we have
(T − (j + 1))
∫
fi dmxy l(xy)
∫
fi dmxy if
∫
fi dmxy0,
(T − j)
∫
fi dmxy l(xy)
∫
fi dmxy if
∫
fi dmxy < 0
and for mxy ∈ Ui , i = 1, . . . , k, we have that
h()+
∫
fi dmxy − P(fi)− (K − 	)> 0.
Then if
∫
fi dmxy0,
∑
mxy∈Ui : T−(j+1) l(xy)T−j
1
e(T−(j+1))(h()−P(fi )−(K−	))
×
 ∑
mxy∈Ui : T−(j+1) l(xy)T−j
e
(T−(j+1)) ∫ fi dmxy

e(T−(j+1))(h()−P(fi )−(K−	))
×
 ∑
mxy∈Ui : T−(j+1) l(xy)T−j
e
l(xy)
∫
fi dmxy
 .
Since the measures mxy are invariant by the ﬂow, i.e mxy (g ◦s)=mxy (g) for all s ∈ R
and continuous g : SM → R, we have that
∫
g dmxy = lim
T→+∞
1
T
∫ T
0
(
1
l(xy)
∫ l(xy)
0
g ◦ t (s(x, ˙xy(0))) ds
)
dt .
Consequently we have
e
l(xy)
∫
g dmxy = e
[
l(xy) lim
T→+∞
1
T
∫ T
0 (
1
l(xy)
∫ l(xy )
0 g◦t (s (x,˙xy(0))) ds) dt
]
 sup
t
e
∫ l(xy )
0 g◦t (s (x,˙xy(0))) ds
.
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From which we deduce that∑
mxy∈Ui : T−(j+1) l(xy)T−j
1
= e(T−(j+1))(h()−P(fi )−(K−	))
× sup
t0
 ∑
mxy∈Ui : T−(j+1) l(xy)T−j
e
∫ l(xy )
0 (fi◦t )(xy(s),˙xy(s)) ds
 ,
and if
∫
fi dmxy < 0,∑
mxy∈Ui : T−(j+1) l(xy)T−j
1
e(T−j)(h()−P(fi )−(K−	))
× sup
t0
 ∑
mxy∈Ui : T−(j+1) l(xy)T−j
e
∫ l(xy )
0 (fi◦t )(xy(s),˙xy(s)) ds
 .
Theorem 2 implies that there exists T0> 0 such that for any T T0
∫  ∑
mxy∈Ui : T−(j+1) l(xy)T−j
e
∫ l(xy )
0 (fi◦t )(xy(s),˙xy(s)) ds
 dx dy
e(T−j)(P (fi◦t )+	)
= e(T−j)(P (fi )+	),
for i = 1, . . . , k. Combining all these estimates we ﬁnd that
∫  ∑
mxy∈Ui : T−(j+1) l(xy)T−j
1
 dx dy
e(T−j)(h()−(K−2	))max(1, e−(h()−P(fi )−(K−	))).
Summing over i we get
∫  ∑
mxy∈K: T−(j+1) l(xy)T−j
1
 dx dy
e(T−j)(h()−(K−2	))
k∑
i=1
max
(
1, e−(h()−P(fi )−(K−	))
)
.
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Thus
∫  ∑
mxy∈K:l(xy)T
1
 dx dy

∫  ∑
mxy∈K:l(xy)T0
1
 dx dy
+ eT (h()−(K−2	))
k∑
i=1
max
(
1, e−(h()−P(fi )−(K−	))
)
1− e−(h()−(K−2	)) ,
and∫ (∑
{mxy∈K:l(xy)T }1
)
dx dy∫
nT (x, y) dx dy
 e
T (h()−(K−2	))∫
nT (x, y) dx dy
×
e−T (h()−(K−2	)) ∫ nT0(x, y) dx dy+ k∑
i=1
max
(
1, e−(h()−P(fi )−(K−	))
)
1−e−(h()−(K−2	))

.
But Theorem 1(1), and the fact that h()− (K − 2	)> 0 imply that
lim sup
T→+∞
1
T
log
∫ (∑
{mxy∈K:l(xy)T } 1
)
dx dy∫
nT (x, y) dx dy
 − K .
This proves Theorem 3. Corollary 1 can be proved in the same way using Theorems 1(2)
and 2(4) respectively. 
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